Today, business happens anywhere and everywhere. Keeping ahead of the competition means staying productive in more places. VoIP makes it possible, with cloud-based communications that help your teams collaborate, share ideas and make critical decision on the fly—wherever your business takes them.

When organizations invest in connected work, the payoff is substantial

- 78% of business leaders increased business agility/responsiveness.
- 68% of business leaders increased productivity.
- 31% of business leaders decreased operating costs.

But don’t choose just any VoIP provider. Turn to a leader, Verizon. With years of expertise and competitive SLAs, we’ll make sure your mission-critical services are there when you need them.

- 5+ years as the overall leader in SIP trunking in North America
- 12+ years serving the VoIP needs of Fortune 1000 companies
- VoIP available to 80% of U.S. businesses

Our U.S. mobile network offers the top overall performance, data performance, call performance, network reliability and network speed, according to RootMetrics®.
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Strong experience. Better technology.

We help you control costs and boost efficiency.

Verizon Wireless Connected VoIP
Calls from the U.S. to any Verizon Wireless phone number at no additional charge.

Burstable Shared Trunks
Shared local and long distance trunks across the enterprise.

Verizon VoIP IP Business Routing
Calls to other Verizon VoIP users at no additional charge.

We help you make technology easier to use.

Rapid Connect
Integrate IP trunking and other services quickly and efficiently.

Integrated Reporting
Simplify management with detailed traffic reports and utilization.

Management Dashboard
Get more control with near real-time access to key features.

We’ve invested billions in a network built on efficiency, reliability, security and service quality. Give your business the flexible communications you need for today and the future. To learn more, contact your sales representative.